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O
nline is delivering in truly remarkable, and often

surprising, ways. That became apparent as we at

Marketing, in association with the IAB of Canada,

proudly pulled together the 2006 Essential Interactive

Handbook, now in its successful third edition. Inside these pages,

for instance, you’ll discover how a search campaign can boost the

effectiveness of not only display ads, but also a television cam-

paign. You’ll also find out how segmented e-mails helped Aeroplan

boost redemption rates. Plus you’ll read how companies like

Nintendo Canada have leveraged video within display ads to drive

click through and brand metrics, while at the same time gathering

valuable customer information.

But we don’t need to tell you how effective Online marketing

can be. The IAB of Canada previously forecast advertisers would

spend about $519 million on Online advertising in Canada in

2005. As bullish as industry organizations can sometimes be, the

estimate actually turned out to be a little too conservative. The

final amount spent? $562 million. That figure is still relatively

modest, at least compared to the marketing spend advertisers ear-

mark for traditional mediums such as television and outdoor.

Nevertheless, it drives home the point that year over year Online

drives results-otherwise companies wouldn’t be investing more and

more advertising dollars in the medium. 

We’d be remiss if we didn’t say that, ultimately, the Essential

Interactive Handbook is about showing you best practices when it

comes to proven Online strategies-but as more data is collected

and analyzed about emerging platforms, it seems in addition to

display, email, search and sponsorship, there’s room for a few new

kids on the block-as mobile, gaming and even podcasts begin to

strut their stuff. That’s why we hope you’ll reference our Essential

Interactive Handbook and our first-ever Mobile in Motion

Handbook, as trusted sources of information in helping you plan

and execute the Interactive elements of your integrated marketing

campaigns. Happy reading!
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STATE OF THE NATION

T
his year, if not the next, will be remembered in the evolu-

tion of Online advertising as “the tipping point”—basical-

ly, the moment when advertisers routinely start devoting

near double-digit percentages of their ad budgets to

Online advertising campaigns. Certainly Online ad spend is on the

increase, thanks to the buzz around the success of campaign after

campaign in both Canada and the U.S. But it’s really the numbers—

the growing digital universe and the demographics of the users of

the medium—which really explain why the tipping point is upon us. 

THE ONLINE UNIVERSE

According to comScore Media Metrix, in July 2006, Canada’s

digital media universe topped almost 22 million—up from

around 19 million a year earlier. This figure represents an atten-

tion-worthy 14% increase in usership at a point when many

other media are stagnant, or, worse yet, plummeting in num-

bers. “The Internet continues to reach record penetration rates

year after year, and there is no reason to expect growth will sub-

side anytime soon,” says Brent Lowe-Bernie, president of

Toronto-based comScore Media Metrix Canada. “Internet use is

widespread in Canada, prevalent from coast to coast and engag-

ing both the young and old. When countries are compared on

time spent per person reached, Canada is in the top 10, ahead

of the U.S. and the U.K.”

The 2006 second quarter edition of The Inter@ctive Reid

Report shows four-in-five Canadians with some kind of Internet

access, up from 77% reported a year prior, and an all-time high

for the study. Enthusiasm for all things Online is shared almost

equally between 18-34-year-olds (91% of this age group are

Online) and 35-to 54-year-olds (88% of this age group are Online). 

ACCESS POINTS 

Canadians are immersing themselves in the Internet through a

variety of touch points: the Inter@ctive Reid Report shows that

77% of Canadians access the Web from home, but also use high-

speed work connections for personal reasons. Internet use at

work has increased to 45%, versus four years ago when the fig-

ure was just 38%. Internet access through a wireless device

such as Web-enabled mobile phones or personal digital assistant

also reached a record high in 2006, totaling 21% or double the

10% figure of three years ago. High-speed connections remain

online’s tipping point 
What the numbers tell us about the medium
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CASE STUDY

INTERACTIVE BY EXAMPLE

BACKGROUND

Virgin Mobile (http://www.virginmobile.ca/

site/home_en.html) is a mobile phone com-

pany with a fresh new take. A partnership

between Richard Branson’s Virgin Group

and Bell Mobility, their bottom line is

they’re here to shake things up and give

Canadians better, simpler mobile service.

The company’s strategic positioning is to

be the consumer’s champion. They do this

by delivering on their brand values: Value

for Money, Good Quality, Brilliant Customer

Service, Innovative, Competitively chal-

lenging and Fun.

OBJECTIVE

Virgin Mobile launched an Online adver-

tising campaign to promote awareness of

its new “All Nighter” rate plan. The cam-

paign objective was to simply create

awareness for the All Nighter plan and

its core competitive advantage—free

calls starting at 6pm. Effective message

association would also raise brand

awareness and purchase consideration

for Virgin Mobile.

TARGET

The target audience of this campaign was

people aged 13-34 years - the overall tar-

get demographic for Virgin Mobile. The

All Nighter plan appeals to active youth

who spend a lot of time on their phones

during evenings.

APPROACH

The message was simple and just needed

to be put in front of the target in an effec-

tive manner. There was no need to worry

about clickthroughs.

STRATEGY

To ensure the message was noticed, Vokens

were the ad unit of choice for 100% of the

campaign. Vokens managed the messaging

well and delivered optimal intrusiveness on

Sympatico.MSN.ca. To reach the target,

the campaign ran exclusively in the

Entertainment channel.

The campaign ran in conjunction with

offline activity through the months of April

in both English and French Canada.

RESULTS

After the campaign ended, Sympatico / MSN

conducted a research study in collabora-

tion with Dynamic Logic to demonstrate the

effectiveness of the Online advertising

campaign. Here are some of the results of

that study:

• The campaign was a successful branding

effort among the aggregate sample.

Respondents recalled seeing the Online

advertising and gained awareness of the

core message communicated. As a result,

they become more likely to consider the

wireless service provider in the future.

• The campaign outperformed other Online

telecommunications/wireless campaigns

in raising brand awareness, ad recall and

purchase consideration.

• While the campaign was able to generate

increased ad memorability among the

core target audience (ages 13-34), it was

more influential among the older age

groups (35+).

• Advertising was most influential/persua-

sive among respondents who were:

- Male

- Have a household income under $40k

- In-market for a wireless provider

- Current users of Bell Mobility and Roger

Wireless

- Current users of a pre-paid wireless serv-

ice plan

• While a single exposure was sufficient to

generate increased ad recall and pur-

chase consideration, multiple exposures

led to increased message association.

CONCLUSION

The Virgin Mobile Online campaign proved

to be a successful branding effort, espe-

cially in terms of achieving its core objec-

tive of driving awareness of the “New All

Nighter Plan.” 

CLIENT:

Virgin Mobile/Wills & Co Media Strategies, Jeff Wills

Sympatico.MSN.ca Sales Associate:

Brett Pearson, Manager Ad Sales

VIRGIN MOBILE ALL NIGHTER LAUNCH
COMPANY: Sympatico / MSN

a partnership between richard branson’s

virgin group and bell mobility, their bottom

line is they’re here to shake things up and

give canadians better, simpler mobile service. 
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STATE OF THE NATION

the preferred choice for Canadians: ComScore Media Metrix

reports that, for the three months ending July 2006, 84% of

English Canadians and 81% of French Canadians logged on via

a broadband connection. That figure is up from 80% of the total

population back at the end of 2005.

SIGNIFICANT CONSUMPTION

Canadians continue to increase the time they spend Online as well.

The Canadian Internet Project—a longitudinal survey of Internet use

and a component of the World Internet Project—shows that 72% of

Canadians are Online for an average of 13 and a half hours per week.

The Inter@ctive Reid Report indicates a similar figure, estimating

that Canadians spend 12.8 hours per week on the Web, an 11%

increase versus a year prior. According to these figures, users spend

more time Online than listening to the radio or reading magazines

and newspapers. Among some demographics, the trend is even more

popular than watching television: Canadians between the ages of 18

and 34 reported spending 14.7 hours per week Online, while only

11.6 hours watching television.

CONTENT IS KING

The Canadian Internet Project shows most Internet users view the

medium as one of their primary information-gathering and search

tools. Internet users report spending nearly twice as much of their

time Online searching for information as they do for entertainment

purposes (6.1 hours versus 3.3 hours in an average week). The

majority of Canadian Internet users (52%) have also made an Online

purchase. When compared to the Online habits of users in other

countries, Canadians rank among the highest in terms of using the

Internet for shopping Online. And when doing so, a majority (55%)

prefer shopping at Canadian sites. While the Internet has been

proven to be able to drive offline purchases, the Canadian Internet

Project found a full 33% of Internet users reported doing less shop-

ping at local retail stores due to increased Online purchases. “Our

research shows Canadians expect businesses to be Online in a sig-

nificant way—not only to enhance and supplement existing modal-

ities, but also to create new platforms and opportunities,” says

Charles Zamaria, project director and principal co-investigator of the

Canadian Internet Project/Projet Internet Canada.

AD SPENDING

The Interactive Advertising Bureau of Canada (IAB) reports that

2005 Internet advertising revenues reached $562 million, an 8%

increase over the $519 million originally forecast. This amount

represents a hefty 54% increase over the 2004 figure of $364

million. The 2005 French Canadian portion of the $562 million

came in at $124 million, or a healthy 22% of the total. Yet Online

is still not winning its fair share of advertising spend, given the

fact that the medium has truly become mainstream. For 2006,

IAB Canada estimates Online advertising will reach $801 million,

but that still represents a relatively small fraction of the total

Canadian advertising pie—only 6.4% of the $12.5 billion total

Canadian advertisers are expected to spend in Canada by the end

of this year. “Seven percent is a strong result, but not good

enough,” says Paula Gignac, president of IAB Canada.

“Advertisers are currently buying the equivalent of one ad, in one

magazine, one time per campaign when investing in Online. In

other media, they understand that they must buy at levels that

guarantee significant reach within the target market, and with

some frequency. And what’s amazing is that Online is still deliver-

ing at even this low level of spend. It makes you wonder what an

increased spend might add to the bottom line of advertisers if the

medium was truly invested in appropriately.”

DISPLAY

41%

EMAIL 2%

SEARCH

35%

CLASSIFIEDS/
DIRECTORIES

22%

Display: 
Search:
Class/Dir: 
Email:

$230MM
$197MM
$124MM
$11MM

$562MMCopyright © 2006 Interactive Advertising Bureau of Canada

IAB CANADA: CANADIAN ONLINE PUBLISHER
REVENUE SEGMENT BREAKOUT
IAB Canada Online Publisher Revenue By
Advertising Vehicle, as % of 2005 Total Revenue

$501999

$98 (+97.5%)2000

$86 (-12.7%)2001

$176 (+104%)2002

$237 (+37%)2003

$364 (+54%)2004

2005 $562 (+54%)

2006 $801 (+43%)

Source 1999-2001: Interactive Advertising Bureau of Canada and PriceWaterhouseCoppers
Source 2002-2006: Interactive Advertising Bureau of Canada and Ernst & Young

IAB 1999–2005 Actuals and
2006 Estimate of $801MM
219% Growth from 2002–2005

IAB CANADA: CANADIAN ONLINE
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IAB Canada: Canadian Online Publisher Revenue Trends 1999-2006
(in millions, and with % increase/decrease vs. previous year
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QUEBEC

ONLINE REACH

In the last five years, the growth curve for both Online usage and dol-

lars spent by advertisers within Canada’s French-speaking popula-

tion has been significant. According to comScore Media Metrix, as

of July 2006 the number of unique French Canadian users Online

in Quebec numbered roughly 4.4 million-or

roughly 58% of the province’s total popula-

tion. That is also a substantial increase of

15% versus just a year ago. Quebecers are

also logging on in larger numbers via broad-

band connections. The number of French

Canadians who log on using broadband con-

nections is 81%, which is not far behind the

rest of Canada at 84%. 

DEMOGRAPHIC DIFFERENCES

French speakers are more likely to be

recent newcomers to the Internet than

English speakers. According to the

Canadian Internet Project — a longitudinal

survey of Internet use and a component of

the World Internet Project — 81.4% of

English speakers have been Online for

more than five years compared to 52.8% of

French speakers. Yet when it comes to

demographic breakdowns, English- and

French-speaking audiences share a num-

ber of commonalities. The percentage of

Canadians Online, for instance, between

the ages of 25 and 34 was 85.9% for

English speakers and a higher-still 87.6%

for French speakers. 

EMERGING TRENDS

As a group, Quebecers may be newer to the Internet, but they are

participating in the same activities as English Canadians — if per-

haps at a slightly slower growth rate. From July 2005 to July

2006, for instance, the number of unique visitors in French

Canada who visited a blog increased by 74%; among English

Canadians, it increased by 82%. And among those who visited a

gaming site, the growth figure tallied 38% for English Canadians

and 33% for French Canadians. Yet when it comes to measuring

the total audience visiting a blog or gaming site, there is very lit-

tle difference between the two language groups. The total number

of unique French Canadian visitors to these Online activities was

15%, just one per cent higher than for the total unique audience

of English Canadians. 

ONLINE ADVERTISING SPEND

Advertisers recognize the importance of reaching the distinc-

tive Quebec market. That’s evident by the steady growth in

revenue reported by Online Publishers to the Interactive

Advertising Bureau of Canada. In 2001, Quebec represented

an 11% share of total Canadian Online ad spend, the equiva-

lent of $73 million. Last year, ad spend climbed to a 22%

share or $124 million.

online soars in quebec
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RICH MEDIA

N
ir Shimoni, vice-president of product development at

EyeBlaster, a noted third-party rich media ad server,

believes rich media (and video advertising in particu-

lar) has ushered in a new type of Online advertising.

Shimoni calls it “branded response.” The definition incorporates

one of the significant benefits of Internet advertising: the ability to

illicit a direct response in the form of a click through to a Website,

but also alludes to branding opportunities beyond the click.

“Internet advertising can drive both response and brand metrics,”

says Shimoni. “In fact, the ‘brand’ and ‘direct response’ elements

of an ad can actually work together to boost the effectiveness of

one another.”

So just what is rich media? As defined by the Interactive

Advertising Bureau of Canada, rich media includes Flash-based

leaderboard, skyscraper and big box ads which “expand” on

user roll-over; “pageover” ads which hover or float on top of

publisher Web pages; and

“transition” ads which load

between publisher Web pages.

In 2006, the IAB introduced a

Canadian Universal Ad

Package (CUAP) 2.0 for rich

media ad units, which allows

for significant file size with

initial download, and still more advertiser-paid file size when

the user’s computers bandwidth is idle. The improved creative

canvas presents a wealth of exciting opportunities for mar-

keters, including the ability to imbed audio, video, games, input

forms and even entire micro sites into the ads. But have rich

media campaigns delivered for advertisers who have ponied up

the increased strategizing time and production costs needed to

develop such ads? 

A major Canadian automotive company recently compared the

results of traditional big box advertising versus a rich media big

box execution which included streamed video within. The result:

Sixty-three percent of users exposed to a 30-second video ad

chose to watch the entire clip. In total, the campaign ended up

broadcasting more than 18,588 minutes of video Online. And

while the advertiser’s traditional big box generated a respectable

click-through rate of .42%, the rich media variation more than

doubled that at .88%-an above average result.

enriched media 
Expandable formats with video within might just be rich media’s killer app

Note: Dynamic Logic’s MarketNorms database defines rich media as “including DHTML, Flash,
rollover/expand, Superstitial, Eyeblaster, and Pointroll, [but] does not include video and audio”
Source: Dynamic Logic, 2004; DoubleClick, May 2004

GIF/JPG/HTMLRich Media

Brand awareness

Message association

Brand favorability

Purchase intent

7%
5%

31%
18%

6%
4%

5%
4%

ALL ONLINE AD FORMATS LIFT BRAND METRIC
(WITH OR WITHOUT A CLICK!!)
Brand Metrics for Rich Media Ads vs. GIF/JPG/HTML Ads,
Q2 2003 (as a % lift over unexposed group)

“when you use rich media, you expect a

higher return on investment in terms of

branding,’” says renee hill. surprisingly,

it also delivers a higher click through.



Never underestimate the value of influence

When you advertise your brand on globeandmail.com you reach
Canada’s most affluent, influential and web-savvy consumers.
Consumers who have a disproportionately high value to advertisers
because they play key roles in the adoption of new products and
services. They are the thought leaders that drive companies,
households and markets – giving you reach beyond their numbers.
And with 3.2 million users/month**, the numbers are influential.

To advertise or for more information call a member of our team at 
416-585-5111 or 1-800-387-9012 or go to globeandmail.com/advertise.

globeandmail.com 
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globeinvestorGOLD.com 

globefund.com 

globeadvisor.com 

robtv.com 

robmagazine.com 

globetechnology.com 

globeauto.com

More for advertisers

Canada’s thought leaders visit
Canada’s #1 Newspaper Website*

*Source: comScore MediaMetrix **Source: Globe Web Centre statistics - 8 mos. average Jan. - Aug. 2006.
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RICH MEDIA

“When you use rich media, you expect a higher return on

investment in terms of branding, because the media itself is far

more robust, more visual,” says Renée Hill, director of marketing

and sales at Toronto-based eyeReturn, which provided the tech-

nology for the advertiser’s campaign. “But you don’t necessarily

expect a higher click-through rate. Yet in this case, the video

helped increase that metric as well.” The same campaign also

indicated that expandable ad units outperformed standard static

ad units by almost five times. Hill believes this is because visitors

control the action, and by giving up a portion of control to users,

advertisers are actually fostering more willingness among con-

sumers to respond.

Video as a main component of rich media advertising is indeed

finding favour with marketers. At PointRoll, Andrew Ellenthal, vice-

president of global sales, says over the last 12 months, a full 45%

of all ad impressions the rich media provider has served have

featured video. In one recent campaign with his agency, client

American Airlines incorporated short home-video clips of people on

vacation as part of a campaign designed to create brand awareness

and foster a strong emotional connection between potential passen-

gers and the airline. On average, the brand interaction time exceed-

ed the travel category benchmark by 35%, with users spending over

21 seconds interacting with the ad. The click-through rate for the ad

scored an above-average .4% as

well. As for brand metrics, the

campaign was found to have lift-

ed brand awareness by a full

14% and brand favourability by

8% (according to the subse-

quent study completed by

Dynamic Logic on behalf of

American Airlines). “The ironic

thing about rich media advertising,” says Ellenthal, “is that the

industry initially feared rich media ads would result in more intru-

sion into the user’s surfing experience. In fact, just the opposite has

turned out to be true.”

Agency henderson bas has also seen interactivity skyrocket

when it incorporated actual game video footage into expandable

ads for Nintendo. Michael Gramlow, creative director at henderson

bas, says in-banner video ads typically deliver higher interaction

rates-as much as five to six times that of static units. These

figures were echoed in a recent DoubleClick study, which found

that display ads with video within routinely tripled brand metrics

scores in comparison to their static cousins (see chart). 

In the case of Nintendo, henderson bas was interested in click

throughs as well, but even more so in how long users interacted with

the expandable ad and, more importantly, which parts of the ad gar-

nered the most attention (including which game titles users were

most interested in, as an example). The agency was also keenly

aware of the fact that after interacting with the ad, consumers might

have harvested all the information they needed within the mini

microsite contained in the ad, resulting in a decreased need to

immediately click through to the Nintendo Website. In order to ver-

ify their hunch, henderson bas tracked post-ad exposure visits to the

Nintendo Website following the initial exposure to the Nintendo ads

(referred to in the industry as a view through rather than a click

through). Indeed a host of activity was detected, and what’s more

the view throughs for the expandable rich media ads were found to

drive more than double the view throughs recorded for the standard,

non-rich media types.

Note: *any activity taken by a consumer subsequent to viewing an online ad but not clicking on it;
includes visiting advertiser’s Web site, downloading document or silling in form for more information
**conversion data here represents only DART for Advertisers data in which advertisers tracked
conversions through Spotlight tags
Source: DoubleClick, February 2004

Non-Rich MediaRich Media

Post-impression activity* per impression
1.11%

0.54%

Post-impression sales** per activity
2.30%

1.47%

RICH MEDIA VIEW-THROUGH RATE
Consumer Post-Impression Reactions to Rich Media vs.
Non-Rich Media Online Ads, Q4 2003

michael gramlow, creative director

at henderson bas, says in-banner video

ads typically deliver higher interaction

rates—as much as five to six times

that of static units.
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CASE STUDY

INTERACTIVE BY EXAMPLE

MAZDA
COMPANY: CanWest MediaWorks

AGENCY: Doner MEDIA BUYER: mediaedge:cia

BACKGROUND

This Spring, Mazda teamed up with CanWest

MediaWorks (CanWest) to help launch the

new Mazda CX-7 SUV. It was important for

Mazda to chose not only a company with

extensive online reach, but a Canadian media

company with the ability to execute across

multiple media platforms in print, TV and

online to drive awareness and generate excite-

ment for the new CX-7. This was important as

the CX-7’s critical purpose was a take-over

role as Mazda’s anchor vehicle for SUVs, with

a focus on the “sport crossover SUV”/per-

formance portion of the automotive segment.

The campaign named “Seven Days” ran

May 29th—June 26th and included a

multi-media contest hosted on driving.ca;

CanWest’s auto-focused vertical Web site. 

OBJECTIVES

Mazda’s objectives were:

1) Generate awareness of the new Mazda

CX-7 in Canada. Visit: mazda.ca/cx7

2) Create excitement surrounding the launch

3) Encourage consumers to interact with the

brand 

TARGET

CanWest’s multi-media platform helped

Mazda reach and target Canadians at both

the national and local level, including young

professional males and females, who were

college/university educated and had an

annual household income of $100,000. 

STRATEGY

CanWest engaged internal teams and devel-

oped a national campaign, multi-media con-

test and “roadblock” with Mazda offering

seven secondary prizes each of the seven days

and one grand, “life changing” prize at the

end of the contest to either: Sweden, Tuscany,

Paris, Brazil, Kenya, Milan or Australia. The

prizes acted as a motivating call to action and

encouraged consumers to enter-to-win, while

also allowing them to interact directly with

the Mazda CX-7 brand via a virtual tour.

Importantly, consumers had to interact with

the brand via the virtual tour before they were

permitted to enter the contest. In addition,

CanWest ensured the campaign reached and

drove awareness nationally and locally in

major Canadian cities via executions in TV

(Global) and print (10 dailies and the

National Post). The executions also helped to

drive traffic to the online contest. Driving.ca

acted as the host for the contest and was the

perfect fit to reach consumers not just inter-

ested in purchasing a new car, but also

researching the purchase of a new car. 

APPROACH

The campaign was complex with challenging

objectives, although CanWest was able to

successfully manage client expectations

with the following approach:

1) Pre-promote the campaign with TV spots

for one week on Global TV. 

2) Execute the print campaign in the

National Post and across CanWest local

daily newspapers. 

3) Build and host the multi-media contest

on driving.ca and canada.com contest

Web sites. Visit the former Seven Days

campaign at this URL: autos.canada.

com/community/contests/mazda. Visit

the contests on canada.com at this URL:

canada.com/findit/contests.

4) Develop interactive online creative to drive

traffic to the national contest Web site

and locally on the canada.com city con-

test and index pages. Visit: canada.com

local City Guides: canada.com/cityguides. 

5) Include ad placements in canada.com’s

bi-weekly newsletter reaching more than

290,000 subscribers.

6) Headline the contest in canada.com’s

daily headline newsletters. 

7) Add a viral component encouraging con-

sumers to refer a friend to the contest

and offer them the chance to receive new

offers and information from Mazda about

products and services.

RESULTS

The Seven Days campaign was an incredible

cross-platform success for Mazda and

CanWest. It helped generate tremendous

awareness, while creating consumer excite-

ment and allowing users to experience the

CX-7 via the virtual tour. As accountability

and proving ROI is critical at CanWest, they

were pleased by the following results:

1) More than 7 million ad impressions were

delivered across the canada.com and

driving.ca network.

2) More than 90,000 consumers entered

the contest.

3) More than 30,000 unique consumers vis-

ited the contest site.

4) More than 7,551 consumers opted-in to

receive further info from Mazda.

5) More than 1,000 consumers “referred”

a friend.*

CanWest will continue its strong history of

delivering results and ROI for Mazda.

Advertisers and media buyers interested in

delivering and proving online ROI and across

media platforms should visit canada.com to

note CanWest’s client roster and ability to

reach Canadians nationally and locally. More

information can be found at: www.canwest-

mediaworks.com.

*Source: CanWest internal site metrics and ad served
campaign results. 
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While rich media ads have been found to deliver higher

click-through rates, brand metric scores and interactions

than standard display ads, the potential for even greater

increases in efficacy and ROI can be realized by better ad

targeting techniques. Contextual targeting, for instance,

places ads in editorial contexts related to the products

being advertised. As an example, Cossette Media inte-

grated Saturn Canada advertising into one of the most

popular elements of a third-party automotive Website: The

Online vehicle comparison section. When at least one of

Saturn’s competitors’ vehicles was selected for compari-

son within the Web utility, the most similar corresponding

Saturn vehicle was delivered alongside the generic results

within a “suggested comparison” area of the page. 

“Saturn vehicles compare well against their competi-

tors, but consumers don’t always have them on their con-

sideration list,” says Nick Barbuto, director of interactive

solutions at Cossette Media in Toronto. “With this cam-

paign, we were able to reach hundreds of thousands of

users who hadn’t actually thought about Saturn initially,

and were now as a result of this Online buy able to add

Saturn to their consideration set.” In fact, Cossette’s con-

textual ad targeting technique was so successful the strat-

egy has become a part of Saturn’s permanent media plan. 

Behavioural targeting promises to perform at least as

well, and likely even better than contextual, by similarly

serving ads based on consumers’ previous surfing behav-

ior. Calgary-based WestJet Airlines incorporates behaviour-

al ads to increase bookings on its Website, WestJet.com.

GET TARGETED

The site, which attracts almost 1.7 million unique visitors

per month, had previously driven only a fraction of ticket

sales within the site’s own e-commerce-enabled ticketing

section. Now AOL Canada tracks users who leave the

WestJet site without booking, and serves them additional

WestJet deals, encouraging them to return and complete

a booking. 

“Consider customers who may have visited the WestJet

site on Tuesday night, considering purchasing a flight

from Toronto to Calgary. At the time they explored the site,

the flight may have cost more than they were prepared to

pay, so they didn’t make a booking,” explains Rob Sopkic,

senior sales manager and behavioural targeting specialist

at AOL Canada. “But, the following weekend, when AOL

promotes a WestJet seat sale for the same trip, the out-

come should be quite different.” So has the strategy pro-

duced actual results for WestJet? Resoundingly so, it

seems, as cost per bookings are now a full 40% lower

than targets originally set by the WestJet team. 

comScore.com �

Want to find your target markets online?Want to find your target markets online?

COMSCORE WILL  INCREASE YOUR BOTTOM L INE WITH ON-L INE

comScore Media Metrix are the experts in the on-line market and our years of research and history
in the Canadian market will provide you with the knowledge and insight to build your business.

comScore Media Metrix provides: -  Web Site Traffic and Usage Intensity

-  eCommerce Reporting -  Behaviour Triggered Survey Abilities

-  Audience Demographics -  Competitive Intelligence

416.921.0990
canada@comscore.com

Unparalleled Insight Into Consumer Behavior
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W
hen Google tracked over 100 keywords that related

to specific television ads broadcast during the

SuperBowl, they discovered just how important search

advertising is to bridging offline advertising initiatives

to the Online world. The search engine tracked well over a million

queries on SuperBowl Sunday and the following Monday, Google

found SuperBowl television advertisers, in total, generated 20% more

queries than the week before SuperBowl Sunday. Wendy Muller, head

of advertising and sales operations at Google Canada, says the result

illustrates why search should be a part of any integrated ad cam-

paign. “Advertisers are always driving audiences to the Web, but if a

consumer can’t find those advertisers when they get there, chances

are they are losing a potential sales lead,” says Muller. 

The proven effectiveness of search as a direct response tool

made it the fastest-growing Online advertising segment in 2005.

According to The Internet Advertising Bureau of Canada, search

represented a commanding 35% share of all Online advertising

last year, up from just 9% in 2003. “Marketers understand how

valuable search is,” says Muller, “and they’re starting to realize

how important it is to take a truly holistic approach.” 

A holistic approach, she says, means both bridging offline and

Online media, as well as leveraging the two complementary strate-

gies of both organic, or natural, search in addition to paid place-

ment. Organic listings are usually located on the left hand area of

the page, and are the search results of the engine’s algorithm—

with ranking based on such factors as presence of keywords in

success with search  
Capitalizing on the winning combo of organic and paid placement
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HTML Title tags within Web pages, etc. Paid listings usually

appear at the top, or down the right side, of the results page. They

are generally ranked based on the bid advertisers place on specif-

ic keywords and click-through rate. 

Each strategy possesses its own unique advantages. In the

SuperBowl example described above, for instance, Muller says the

advertiser could have bid on keywords contained in the ad they

showed on the SuperBowl that day. This would increase the odds of

a user finding the advertiser’s Website. In a paid listing scenario, a

“landing page” could have been be created specifically for the

SuperBowl campaign rather than directing users to the more gener-

al “welcome” page, which would likely have ranked high in the

organic results. The tailored landing page would act as a Web tent—

up one day encouraging a very specified user action, then down the

next when the SuperBowl was over. Paid listings also allow advertis-

ers to play around with language and key words to determine what

copy best drives Online conversions, while reducing the cost-per-

click costs (please side “Pricing Out Paid Search” sidebar). 

When it comes to organic search, the key for any advertiser is to

ensure their Website is being ranked near the top, based on relevant

key words searched. According to an EyeTracking Study performed

PRICING OUT PAID SEARCH

CPC: Cost-per-click is the most common pricing model

used in search advertising. Advertisers bid on certain key-

words, and for every click the paid ad receives, a fee is

charged based on that bid. 

CPM: Cost-per-1000-impressions (“M” is the Roman

numeral for 1000) is a popular payment method for display

advertising. But it can also be an affordable option for

search advertising, particularly if you feel confident your

text ads will perform well. With regard to the Google network

described above, a $25 CPM means advertisers pay $25 for

every 1,000 times their display ad appears on Websites

with keywords within, that the advertiser has supplied.

CPA: Google is currently testing a cost-per-acquisition model,

a pricing method in which advertisers are charged only when

their ads lead to a purchase or a sales lead. By its very nature,

a CPA model would reduce the risk of click fraud. If the test

is successful, Google will launch this feature to all advertisers.

Build your brand with us.

Reach your target
not someone else’s
Reach your target
not someone else’s

www.stockhouse.com/advertise | 1.800.424.0289
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CASE STUDY

INTERACTIVE BY EXAMPLE

BACKGROUND

BestBuy.ca is committed to giving their

customers a great experience whether they

are shopping in store or online and offers a

wide assortment of products including con-

sumer electronics, home-office products,

entertainment and software.

BestBuy.ca offers a multi-channel shop-

ping experience and is about:

1) Easy Shopping: Finding the right product

is fast, easy and fun

2) Solutions oriented: A focus on solutions

rather than products

3) Entertainment focused: The place for the

hottest new releases

4) Selection: Carrying full product lines and

new categories

5) Easy method of payment: Check out

process is hassle free (and secure)

OBJECTIVE

BestBuy.ca launched an Early Bird Offer as

a test, to measure response to a new take

on the commonly utilized “Daily Special”

campaign format popular in the consumer

electronics industry. These are usually time

sensitive campaigns that are designed

to attract users to purchase a featured

product deal of the day during off hours

(when the stores are closed). These cam-

paigns help to build BestBuy.ca as one of

the leading destinations for computers,

electronics and entertainment.

For the Early Bird Campaign, the special was

targeted towards early risers, and offered

customers different product and category

discounts each day. The early bird campaign

performance would be measured based on:

• Total Sales volume

• Conversion performance compared to

average Yahoo! campaigns

• Click Through performance compared to

average Yahoo! campaigns

CAMPAIGN

In order to attract customers to this ‘Online

Only’ campaign, BestBuy.ca chose Yahoo!

Canada as their online advertising partner.

Yahoo! Canada’s targeting methods offered

BestBuy.ca the opportunity to not only

run rich media advertisements across their

network but also the ability to target their

audience based on time of day and property. 

This 3 week campaign ran with the follow-

ing key components:

• Day part targeting: ads were scheduled to

run weekdays from 5 am until 10:59 am 

• Rich media: ads with a real time count-

down clock highlighted the offer time

sensitivity

• Geographic targeting: ad placements were

targeted to Ontario & Quebec only. 

• Media placements: Three ad units allowed

for message reach across Yahoo! Canada.

RESULTS

The 3 week Early Bird Campaign was a

phenomenal success for BestBuy.ca:

• Campaign showed a 200% conversion rate

lift over past campaigns on Yahoo! Canada

• Click through rates were above the

average for campaigns.

BestBuy.ca attributes the success of the

campaign to the following:

• The flexibility of day part targeting, allow-

ing BestBuy.ca to be in the right place at

the right time with the right offers. This

meant ad dollars were spent only while

the offer ran, guaranteeing the best ROI.

• The creative created a sense of urgency

which led to an increase in CTR & con-

version.

• Ad placements played a key role in

attracting customers across the Yahoo!

network.

As a result of this highly successful cam-

paign with Yahoo! Canada, BestBuy.ca

plans to continually work day part targeting

into their time sensitive advertising cam-

paigns on Yahoo! Canada. 

Jeff Veldhuizen, Online Marketing Manager,

Best Buy Canada: “The combination of the

right products, right media placements,

creative design and timing are crucial to the

success of campaigns. It’s certainly proven

it has an effective and positive impact on

ROI for an online campaign.”

BESTBUY.CA DAY PART – EARLY BIRD OFFER
COMPANY: Yahoo! Canada



by Vancouver-based search engine marketing firm Enquiro, 100% of

audiences view the top three organic listings every time they type in

a key word and hit “go”—no matter what search engine they use.

Just 50% of audiences, however, view the organic listing in the sixth

position at all as well as they do the top-right sponsored ad. Search

engine optimization (SEO) requires delving deeper into how algo-

rithms rank Websites on results pages, but the extra effort is worth

it as per above, and because the listing can persistently rank high

without the daily or weekly infusion of cash that paid placement may

require (please see “The Skinny on SEO” on page 19). 

In the EyeTracking study above, researchers found most users scan

search results in a “golden triangle” pattern (see chart), character-

ized by that familiar upper left orientation. “Clicks also happen fair-

ly quickly,” explains Gord Hotchkiss, president and CEO of Enquiro.
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WHAT IS THE INDUSTRY

DOING ABOUT CLICK FRAUD?

Search engines only want advertisers to pay for legitimate

clicks. That’s why search engines employ teams of engineers

and analysts to weed out the invalid ones. Invalid clicks take

into account click fraud schemes, and also users who may

accidentally click on an ad. Most of these clicks are caught

by search engines, and discarded by automatic filters. If you

suspect click fraud, contact your search engine and request

an investigation. 

MOST SEARCHERS SEE TOP RANKING RESULTS

This “heatmap” shows that much of the
searchersÕ attention is given to the to p
paid and organic search results.

Particular attention is paid to the first
few words as searchers quickly scan for
relevance.

Sponsored search results appearing to the
right are also viewed by many searchers.

Source: Enquiro, Did-it and Eyetools, Search Eyetracking Study,
June 2005. Methodology: During June 2005, 25 people were monitored
during search activities using Eyetools’ eye tracking technology
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“Consumers usually select the top one or two sites in an organic

search because they trust the search engine has performed its job

right by finding them the results they are looking for.” The

EyeTracking study found that while indeed 76% of participants found

what they were searching for on the first click, a significant 26%

returned to the search results page disappointed. Those that returned

to the results page scanned it in a much different way the second

time around. Hotchkiss says this is because users no longer “believe”

the search engine is able to rank organic listings to their liking, so at

this point they are more likely to scan other areas of the results page.

On second viewing, Hotchkiss says, the probability of paid sponsored

ads receiving a click “rises dramatically.” 

So, should search engines let their algorithms be a little less accu-

rate, and drive users from organic to paid listings, in order to

increase revenue? To do that, would be to their peril. Users want to

receive and click on relevant organic results. After all, perceived

results relevance is the reason why consumers use one search

engine over the other. And what’s more, the combination of both

organic and paid search strategies has been proven to be greater

than the sum of their parts. According to a recent MarketingSherpa

study, a top listing in the organic results section of a search engine

generates 20 clicks per 1,000 impressions. Meanwhile a paid list-

ing generates 10 clicks. “Logically, one would estimate that togeth-

er organic and paid would result in a total of 30 clicks,” says Muller.

“But when you use both strategies in tandem, the results actually

double to 60 clicks. That’s because when consumers see the site is

listed in both the organic and paid listing, they regard it as being

more relevant, more credible, than Websites displayed in only one or

the other listing.” 

WHERE TO NEXT?

Search is expanding into more specialized areas, in particular local

verticals. According to Borrel Associates, the amount advertisers will

spend on local paid search will reach US$987 million in 2006—

double the amount spent last year. Google has recently announced

it will enable users to find and print coupons from merchants listed

in its Google Maps section, where searchers go to look up the

addresses of local area businesses. And Yahoo.ca, will in the autumn

of 2006, launch a new search algorithm which will help bring up

more relevant locally-driven search results. Mark Updegrove, vice-

president of sales at Yahoo Canada, says this will encourage more

users to conduct local searches, as well as improve organic and paid

listing results for local establishments. 

Advertisers should also consider their SEM strategy for listings

in local Online directories, such as YellowPages.ca. These directo-

ries allow consumers to search for businesses based on geograph-

ical criteria, regardless of whether a business has a Website or

not. Sonia Carreno, general manager of Toronto-based directory

advertising consultancy DAC Digital Group, says inclusion in these

THE SKINNY ON SEO

On a search results page, most people—roughly 62%—will

click on the top organic listing. But the number of people who

return unsatisfied from the first listing and end up clicking forward

to the second page of results is a mere 6.5%. In other words, being

listed near the top of a search results page, or at least on the first

results page, is crucial to being found. But, it’s also crucial that

once a user clicks through, that content be relevant. That’s where

search engine optimization comes in. Below we offer a few pointers:

1) Keywords help search engines determine the organic result

ranking of a Website. Some phrases or search words will be more

relevant and pertinent to your business, and the objective you are

trying to achieve—for instance, sell a service or provide informa-

tion. To find key words that are searched by potential customers

in the real word, take advantage of such free tools as Google’s

AdWords Tool or Overture’s Search Term Suggestion Tool. Search

engines also scan all the text throughout your site, whether it is

visible to the consumer or hidden in the HTML. Include keywords

in HTML Title tags, and upfront and often on each page of your

site (but do not over-keyword on any page or in hidden HTML

code), and you stand a better chance of being ranked higher.

Also, always include a text-based sitemap on your Web property,

as links within will help the search engine “spider” into every

nook and cranny of important user information.

2) Human-Edited Directories are used as a reference tool to rank

organic searches. The most influential human-edited directory is

dmoz, also known as the Open Directory Project. Run by a glob-

al network of volunteers, it eventually feeds all the top Web

directories. Don Lange, senior vice-president and partner at

search marketing firm Cornerstone, says an inclusion in dmoz is

so influential, that a Website—without a SEO strategy, or even

a single external link to it—could nevertheless find itself listed

in searches performed on Google, Yahoo! and other engines. 

3) “Search engines love change,” says Lange. The benefit of fre-

quent updates to content is the propensity of other sites and

blogs to link to your site, increasing the likelihood that your site

will be found in concert with the spidering of others. One caveat:

When updating your Website, be cautious about decreasing the

actual number of the keywords a given page of content may

already be associated with. Pages and whole sites can actually

slip from a top position because not enough attention was paid

to maintaining important key words in various content. 

4) Make sure your Website is search engine friendly. Search

engines are best at reading text, but have difficulty with graph-

ics and Flash-based files. Your most important content and key-

words should always be in text.
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directories can result in strong sales conversions “since by the

time users consult an Online directory, they are typically at the end

of the purchase cycle.” In fact according to a study conducted by

Knowledge Networks/SRI, 40% of the people who used and found

a business through a U.S. Yellow Pages Online directory, later

made a purchase as a result of finding that listing. That’s why it is

crucial to not only ensure your business is listed in popular direc-

tories, but that the listing is accurate and optimized by enhancing

it with richer product information, which many increase ranking

and, as a result, response rate. 

FINAL CONSIDERATIONS

In recent years, Google has started selling display ads on a network of

partner Websites. The move gives credence to the fact that search

campaigns work even better when complemented by display ads. In

fact, Google reports advertisers who used both paid search and display

ads on their partner sites increased conversion rates an average of

300%, versus those who ran only display ads. “Research is conclu-

sively showing search is a medium which impacts so many other ele-

ments of advertising, including offline and Online,” says Muller.

“That‘s why search is a key component of any marketing push today.” 

The equation is simple. Take all the benefits of our premium media network 
and combine them in a program that provides agencies with precise 
control over exactly where their clients’ campaigns are delivered. The 
result? AgencySelect. It’s Casale Media’s fully transparent approach to 
brand- sensitive network buys. 

Call 1-888-227-2539 or visit us online at casalemedia.com to learn more.

The power of our
network.
The control of 
full transparency

Get ready for
AgencySelect.
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CASE STUDY

INTERACTIVE BY EXAMPLE

BACKGROUND

Research findings indicate that VH Sauces

(subsidiary of ConAgra Foods Canada Inc.)

is a trusted brand whose sauces and food-

dipping products the entire family enjoys

eating with meals (party due to its sweet

taste, i.e. its plum or sweet and sour

sauces). Although Moms are willing to use

the VH Sauces products, they may not be

aware of its use as a flavour enhancer, and

similarly VH Sauces is not top of mind

when it comes to its competitor brands.

COMMUNICATION OBJECTIVE

Get English Moms to incorporate VH

Sauces and VH-produced recipes into the

family's weekly repertoire of meals and

meal planning, by showcasing its hero

recipe as a practical and tasty alternative

to regular meals. 

MEDIA OBJECTIVES

Overall, the main media objective would be

to quickly generate national awareness of

the in-store promotion. Other objectives

would include:

• Create an in-store connection to encour-

age trial and repeat purchase;

• Increase frequency of product use;

• Communicating the versatility of the

product.

Target—W25-54 bullseye younger families

with kids 6-12

• “Family centric”

• “Responsibilities” - Resource-Pressed

• “Multi-tasking Queens”

• Shares with other Moms

• In search of easy escape for oneself

• Information-thirsty

INSIGHT

Moms are extremely time pressed when it

comes to all aspects of family life which

largely includes meal planning and prepa-

ration; and as a result Moms seek to add

variety into their daily lives. Currently,

Moms have approximately 5-7 meals in

their cooking repertoire, and any new foods

and recipes must live up to the ultimate

taste-test: approval by the family. 

STRATEGY

Secure a spokesperson who appeals to the

target demographic which audiences can

establish as a trustworthy source to com-

municate practical information; while also

providing opportunities for Moms to share

their ideas and generate feedback.

EXECUTION

Partner with the strongest lifestyle-orien-

tated national broadcaster, namely Alliance

Atlantis, to provide strong coverage and

convey its branding strategy. VH Sauces

secured a key Food Network host and

personality as its spokesperson, “Fixing

Dinner's” Sandi Richard. 

Sandi is known for communicating to fam-

ilies how to prepare quick, healthy and

easy-to-prepare meals through the use of

her “Cooking for the Rushed” recipe cook-

book series and television show on Food

Network. As part of the overall objective,

the strategy was to bring the three strong

elements together: the product, the person

and the media.

An integrated campaign was developed to

leverage the versatility, enjoyment and

simplicity of the VH Sauces brand at each

contact point. A TV spot was created (:45

seconds in length) which utilized the

trustworthiness of Sandi Richards' profile,

showcasing the variety of VH meal solu-

tions that can be created in various fami-

ly settings. The TV spot highlighted the

Fall hero recipe and limited time offer

recipe booklet made available to cus-

tomers in-store.

To heighten the TV impact and further con-

nect the VH Sauces brand with its

spokesperson, product was also integrated

in-show on “Fixing Dinner”. In addition,

Sandi will be used in a variety of PR initia-

tives such as morning talk shows, newspa-

per articles and in-store events.

To generate a dialogue and provide more

recipe solutions, a website was developed

(besaucy.ca) to provide a focal point for the

TV, In-store, PR and online efforts. 

Extending the on-air creative, the website

allowed users to view and print the VH

meal ideas and recipes. As well, users were

able to offer opinion and feedback on how

to make the recipe more saucy!

To encourage feedback, a “Saucy In The

City” prize was offered, with a mechanism

to encourage others to participate (i.e. refer

another Mom). To reinforce the connection

with VH Sauces and meal solutions, exclu-

sive sponsorship was secured of the newly

launched meal planning tool on Foodtv.ca.

To drive traffic to the site, both co-branded

leaderboards and transitional ad units were

developed and aired across a variety of

sites that are frequented by the target.

SUCCESS MEASURES

Working with its media partner, Alliance

Atlantis, pre and post tracking was imple-

mented prior to the campaign launch.

Success will also be measured through the

hype and publicity generated by the recipe

book in-store & online, as well as consumer

interaction. Ultimately, however brand

sales will be the key metric.

VH SAUCES
COMPANY: Alliance Atlantis
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E
-mail marketing is in the midst of a resurgence of

sorts. Although once plagued by the bad press associ-

ated with unscrupulous marketers using the technolo-

gy to sell everything from erectile enhancements to

unapproved pharmacological concoctions, it’s nevertheless

always been a tried and true tactic for advertisers who honestly

and carefully nurtured list development. 

In fact, Ipsos-Reid’s recent report entitled “E-mail

Marketing: The Resurgence of the Medium” shows that in the

face of improved privacy regulations and spam filters, e-mail

has renewed itself as a powerful medium to communicate with

customers on a one-to-one basis. With Internet Service

Providers (ISPs) rightly relegating spam to bulk or junk folders,

today’s in-boxes are actually far less cluttered, and e-mail serv-

ice providers are honing methods to further drive conversions

and ROI.

The result: According to an informal Canadian E-Mail Metrics

Study conducted by the Interactive Advertising Bureau, Canada

is one of the world leaders when it comes to e-mail marketing

“Delivery rates (of almost 93%), open rates (of over 55%) and

click-through rates (of over 8%)—averaged over three types of

newsletter lists (see table on page 23)—all firmly establish

Canada as one of the key leaders in the industry,” says Paula

Gignac, president of IAB Canada. “Individual results provide

even stronger proof, and highlight Canada’s heightened cus-

tomer receptiveness and interaction, making e-mail an integral

driving e-mail roi 
With e-mail stronger than ever, try these tactics to drive results 
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part of virtually any smart marketer’s

overall customer acquisition and reten-

tion strategy.” 

CONSIDER A

WELCOME PROGRAM

Seventy-one percent of new subscribers to

an e-mail program will eventually opt- out

of that communication (according to Ipsos-

Reid), if they feel the first  e-mail they

received isn’t relevant. Wayne Carrigan,

vice-president of client strategy at Toronto-

based e-mail service provider ThinData,

recommends breaking up that introductory

e-mail into several weekly e-mails “to edu-

cate, motivate and engage new subscribers

during their most receptive phase.” Too often, he says, companies

jam as much information as possible into a welcome e-mail, caus-

ing the receiver to essentially tune out because of information

overload. When ThinData client Aeroplan, divided its welcome

(both in French and English) into five separate messages, click

throughs on the first e-mail were 63.9% higher than Aeroplan’s

original welcome e-mail. The remaining four weekly e-mails out-

lining the program further boosted response: On average, new

members also used their club membership 25% more quickly than

they had in the past. “We found,” says Carrigan, “new subscribers

benefited tremendously from some extra instruction in terms of

maximizing their experience with Aeroplan.” 

HEED DESIGN

Just as understanding how a Web user’s eyes scan search listing

results is important, so is the way people read e-mails. Usability

expert Jakob Neilson offers insight into the typical F-shaped Reading

Pattern, which shows readers scan across and down with a focus on

headlines. This means you should position most important messages

in high-sight areas, and use headlines to communicate key messag-

ing. Because many spam filters and ISPs block images by default,

ensure your e-mail can be scanned even if the graphics fail to down-

load. “Include your brand name within the header text and prompt

readers to add your address to their safe senders’ list,” says Carrigan.

“This will ensure they receive images by default in the future.” 

THINK VIRAL

It’s standard practice for companies to include an opt-out clause

in their e-mail program. Without such a clause, consumers feel

trapped and may become resentful of the brand, thus ruining not

only the e-mail relationship, but the relationship the brand may

have had with the consumer in the first place. Mike Sharma,

director of sales and partnerships at MSN Canada, says such a

clause is also important because con-

sumers are, as a result, more likely to for-

ward the communication to family and

friends. Users don’t want to encourage

their friends to sign up to an

e-mail program without a clear opt-out

clause. “With viral marketing now such

a buzzword,” says Sharma, “the easiest

viral solution you can implement today is

a simple way for recipients to forward or

‘send to a friend.’” 

METRICS AND TRACKING

“To optimize the effectiveness of your

e-mail program, tweak and monitor your

e-mail on a per delivery basis,” says

Carrigan, “By first starting each deployment with a subject line

and testing small segments of your database.” Then, use the

best performing subject line, thus ensuring the highest open and

conversion rates. Following deployment, monitor delivery, click-

through, viral activity and conversion rates. Sharma says track-

ing unsubscribe rates is also important: ExactTarget reports the

industry average is about 0.2%, and so he suggests measuring

your results against that index. By also tracking opt-out rates

against subscriber lifecycle, Carrigan adds “you can identify

trends that will allow you to preempt attrition with offers and

win-back strategies.” 

IAB CANADA: SURVEY OF CANADIAN E-MAIL MARKETING
DELIVERY, OPEN AND CLICK-THROUGH RATES 2003-05

2003

Advertiser In-house Lists 97 75 10
Third-party/Broker-rented Lists 95 69 4
Publisher-owned Newsletter Lists 98 70 6

Delivery Rate (%) Open Rate (%) CTR (%)

2004

Advertiser In-house Lists 96 72 8
Third-party/Broker-rented Lists 89 43 4
Publisher-owned Newsletter Lists 98 59 9

2005

Advertiser In-house Lists 97 64 10
Third-party/Broker-rented Lists 91 40 4
Publisher-owned Newsletter Lists 90 60 11

*Note: This IAB Canada informal email marketing survey was compiled from data collected from several leading
email marketing and service providers for years stated. The 2005 data was compiled from a combined total of 
more than 7,000 campaigns and more than 225 million emails sent.

Open Rate is defined as HTML Opens divided by (HTML Delivered + Multi-Part). Click through Rate is Total Clicks
divided by Emails Sent.
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I
n just four years, AXE has become the leading product in the

men’s deodorant category in Canada. David Allard, brand

building manager of AXE at Unilever, says the brand has

achieved the top position by always offering the consumer—in

this case, twenty-something guys—an experience, whether that

means engaging them on television or Online. This cross-media phi-

losophy can be seen in a recent multimedia campaign to support the

North American launch of the new antiperspirant, AXE Dry. “Media

today can no longer function as a silo,” says Allard. “With our cross-

platform efforts, our offline can drive people

Online—and actually vice versa.”

Unilever built a campaign around the

catchy idea of “Game Killers”, an assort-

ment of characters who can nuke a regular

guy’s chances of scoring the girl in the ever-

competitive dating scene (which is why

keeping dry with AXE is so important). The

idea was brought to life through a one-hour,

part-reality, part-scripted series produced by

@radical media in partnership with Bargle

Bogle Hegarty, which pitted unsuspecting

contestants against some of the “greatest

Game Killers.”

In Canada, the program aired on the Comedy

Network. Understanding the Online component could

create user involvement beyond the one-hour special,

Unilever created a Website called GameKillers.ca,

where it brought to life, over a dozen dating competi-

tors. GameKillers.ca features such characters as “Early

Man”, a muscle head who makes most guys look like

chumps, and “The Balladeer”, who wins girls over with

his sweet songs. With a click of a mouse, viewers can hear those

characters deliver their humorous game-killing one- (or two-) lin-

ers, and watch video of the guys picking up a girl. The interactiv-

ity and brand experience of the site extends to downloading desk-

top backgrounds and cell phone ring tones, as well as selling

branded merchandise.

“During the month of April when we launched this campaign,

we had the highest ever visits to an AXE Website in Canada,” says

Allard. And as a result of the strong viral component of the

Website, “we saw guys posting the Gamekillers.ca site on their

blogs.” The campaign in Canada also benefited from a careful

adaptation to target the Quebec market, including a new tagline

that would resonate with French-speaking guys: “Les Troubles-

Fetes” (“The Spoilers”). The campaign was so successful in

Quebec, that Allard says the province now represents the “fastest-

growing region of the brand across Canada, and guys there show

very high levels of loyalty to the AXE brand.” 

The effort included other distinctly Canadian creations. The 

eb was able to house the entire crew of characters in a single

medium, which was not possi-

ble with most traditional media.

Thinking outside traditional

parameters, Unilever and its

promotional agency Segal

Communications thought of an

innovative way to tie the Website

back to an offline promotion.

Segal Communications created

a live Canada-wide comedy tour,

including stops in Quebec, star-

ring Canadian comedian Ryan

Belleville, who impersonates the

Game Killers characters as part

of his act. The Website promoted the comedy tour dates, and includ-

ed streaming video of Belleville’s routine. “Research shows guys see

AXE as a cool and relevant brand,” says Allard. “We’ve done that

creating meaningful experiences like the Game Killers campaign.” 

Unilever is just one of a growing number of companies insist-

ing on cross-media executions. Media companies like CanWest

report a rising demand from advertisers requesting fully inte-

grated advertising buys. Jennifer Holgate, vice-president of inter-

active at CanWest MediaWorks, says that’s because different

mediums possess different strengths in connecting with audiences.

impactful integration 
How branded online experiences extend traditional media

“media today can no longer function

as a silo,” says allard. “with our

cross-platform efforts, our offline

can drive people online-and actually

vice versa.”
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To promote its imported Glacier beer brand, Vancouver-based

Kokanee is a sponsor of the Telus World Ski & Snowboard

Festival which attracts about 340,000 fans each year. To extend

its sponsorship and reach audiences that might not be able to

attend the event in Whistler, B.C., Kokanee turned to CanWest

which was able to leverage the media property best targeted at

the brand’s 18- to 34-year-old demographic: the Online publica-

tion Dose.

Kokanee Glacier Beer became the

exclusive sponsor of the Dose Online

media player, which featured daily video

clips of the event with a five-second

Kokanee pre-roll. “The beauty of this was,

because we were recording the video

footage ourselves, we made sure we

showed the Kokanee logos at the event in the video,” says

Holgate. “This represents a new type of product placement, but

one that generated a pretty overwhelming response based on the

number of downloads.” The Kokanee Glacier media player was

delivered to the permission-based e-mail databases of both Dose

and Kokanee. And the print version of Dose pushed readers to

the Kokanee Glacier media player Website. “The key was finding

a cross-platform that fit the look and feel of that demographic as

well as extreme sports,” says Holgate. “And next year when we

package this opportunity, we can include Extreme Sports, which

is one of CanWest’s specialty TV stations.” 

The B.C. Dairy Foundation is yet another advertiser which has

Standard? Hardly.

Canada’s premier online music and entertainment network.
Contact David U.K. Director of Sales and Strategic Alliances  T: 416.934.4468  E: daviduk@sri.ca  W: standardinteractive.com

3,478,000 (July 2006)

Growth of unique visitors to Standard Interactive.

566,000 (Nov. 2004)

“this represents a new type of product

placement, but one that generated a pretty

overwhelming response based on the number

of downloads.”
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benefited from an integrated mindset. Its current campaign,

“Survival of the Fittest”, imagines what would have happened if

cavemen made unhealthy beverage choices. The answer was

revealed in cinema and TV spots, which showed a caveman being

squashed by the foot of a stampeding Tyrannosaurus Rex. Rather

than retread the traditional creative, the Online component fea-

tures a caveman given a second chance at life. The Website

includes a photo album and a series of humorous video vignettes

showing the caveman adapting to a modern existence. 

This fall, BC Dairy Foundation hopes to continue to foster

brand interaction and involvement by bringing the caveman,

now called “Ned Anderthal”, to life beyond the drinkmilk.ca

Website. Bruce Sinclair, national creative director of B.C.’s dig-

ital agency Tribal DDB in Vancouver, says the agency will create

a presence for him on photo-sharing sites Flickr.com and ipho-

tos.com, video-sharing site YouTube.com and possibly a host of

social networking sites. These sites allow surfers to post

responses, which in turn creates an ongoing dialogue between

customers and Ned Anderthal. “We will continuously respond to

posts, so consumers will think of him as a real person rather

than just a gimmick that ends once the [offline] campaign

does,” says Sinclair. “By bringing him to life, he essentially

becomes a living endorsement of milk.” Like in the foremen-

tioned Unilever case, the Online effort has led to intriguing

brainstorms in traditional media. Sinclair says DDB Canada is

toying with the promotional idea of having “live Ned Anderthal

sightings”, such as sending the caveman on dates. 

Robin Smith, executive director of BC Dairy Foundation, says

it isn’t easy convincing its members—the dairy producers of

British Columbia—to adopt such imaginative integrated efforts.

After all, the success of the campaign can directly impact their

livelihoods, and so the natural reaction is to sometimes opt for

something more conservative, especially when it comes to digi-

tal strategies. But the integrated approach has clearly paid off:

According to ACNielsen Canada in Markham, Ont., sales of milk

at retail in the province (including Wal-Mart) increased 3% last

year versus in 2004, and flavoured milk is up 9%. Smith says

the foundation has also calculated for every dollar it spends on

marketing, the return is an impressive $1.30 to $1.50 in sales.

It’s these kinds of statistics that show why so many marketers

today are looking to extend their ad campaigns into rich, Online

branded experiences. 
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CASE STUDY

INTERACTIVE BY EXAMPLE

MARKETING CHALLENGE

To effectively communicate to senior busi-

ness managers and IT decision makers the

benefits of a wide range of Microsoft busi-

ness solutions products. In order to gain

this targets’ attention, it’s important to

communicate in an innovative and engag-

ing way through a program that takes

advantage of the communication features

offered within the online environment. 

OBJECTIVE

To create a timely cost effective program

which would drive awareness and engage-

ment of Microsoft business solutions

products within a relevant interactive

environment.

STRATEGY

Provide a cross platform content based

solution that delivers thought leadership

through information developed with recog-

nized and relevant 3rd party experts. This

content was packaged in a way that would

gain the attention of, and involvement with

the target audience and encouraged inter-

action with the content.

APPROACH

Working with M2 Universal Online, globe-

andmail.com developed a six part content

series. Content was created by IDC

(Canada’s leading IT research group) and

this six part series was rolled out on a

weekly basis through a microsite housed on

globeandmail.com. Both print ads (in

Report on Business in The Globe and Mail)

and traffic driving banners on globeand-

mail.com were used to drive traffic to the

microsite. Each week a new podcast inter-

view with an IDC expert addressed a

relevant IT topic (i.e. Security) and was

launched on the web site. Users could lis-

ten to the podcast via their desktop or

download for a later date. The podcasts

were also accessible through other

Microsoft sites to provide access to a wider

audience. A daily headline feed from glo-

betechnology.com and an interactive user

poll drove further activity to the microsite.

CAMPAIGN

The program included (12,000,000) traf-

fic driving banner ads and six half page

print ads over the six-week period. 

RESULTS

17,870 interactions with the podcasts pro-

vided greater than expected results for

click through rate, downloads, and traffic

to Microsoft.ca. Post analysis indicated that

the development of unique, web specific

and value added content is much superior

to repurposing print content—in terms of

relevance and attraction for the senior

business decision makers that interact with

The Globe and Mail Media Brand plat-

forms—and thus the advertisers that use it.

MICROSOFT
COMPANY: globeandmail.com

in order to gain this targets’ attention, it’s

important to communicate in an innovative

and engaging way through a program that

takes advantage of the communication fea-

tures offered within the online environment. 



PLAY ON!

Advertising in the video gaming environment can be divided into

two basic categories. The first, in-game ad serving, involves

dynamically serving ads within videogames being played by Online

users. The ads are not in traditional banner, skyscraper or big box

format, but rather are woven into the game in a manner more sim-

ilar to outdoor advertising or product placement within branded

entertainment. According to a 2006 study from comScore Media

Metrix, gaming Websites such as those in the above scenario reach

almost 50% of the total Internet universe, which in April 2006

represented 76.9 million consumers worldwide. And some play-

ers—let’s call them “heavy gamers”—devote more time to gaming

(up to 16 hours) than they do interacting with other mediums. 

The difference between broadcast product placement and in-

game advertising is, in the end, the interactivity. Toyota USA is cur-

rently inserting a campaign for its new 2007 Yaris sedan in the mul-

tiplayer game, Anarchy Online. When users scroll over the ad, it

reveals a full video image of the new Yaris. “Leveraging this new

Interactive ad element,” says Kim McCullough, corporate manager

of marketing communications at Toyota, “allows gamers to interact

with our brand in an environment they’re passionate about.” The

Interactive in-video ad was launched by Massive, the world’s leading

video game network and a subsidiary of

Microsoft. Research shows that players are

actually receptive to in-game advertising, if

it’s done correctly. In a recent comScore sur-

vey, while more than half of respondents

said in-game ads would have no impact on

what games they played, 17% of the more-

important heavy gamers said in-game ads

could actually cause them to be more recep-

tive to purchasing the advertised brand. 

ADVERGAMES

Advergames, which can range in scope from simple, Tetris-type

games to those that rival the quality of console titles, are creat-

ed specifically for and around a brand. The advantage of devel-

oping a game with brand attibrutes guiding the content develop-

ment at every turn is the incredible “stickiness” that results. To

promote a new line of toys called Fire & Ice, Montreal-based

Mega Bloks turned to Fuel Industries, an Ottawa-based brand

development firm. Fuel created a 3-D action adventure game
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growing platforms 
Unlocking the opportunities of emerging media

to promote a new line of toys called fire

& ice, montreal-based mega bloks turned

to fuel industries, an ottawa-based brand

development firm. fuel created a 3-d action

adventure game using actual renderings

from the toy developer to mimic the look

of the retail product.
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using actual renderings from the toy developer to mimic the look of

the retail product. The advergame generated strong stats, with many

users completing the entire game (a task which requires more than

1.5 hours of game play!). Fifty percent of the users also returned to

play again. In total, the game provided 20 years of cumulative game

play and brand exposure because of the popularity of the game, as

well as the length of time users played the game. “The cost of an

advergame is just a fraction of the cost of producing a TV spot,” says

Mike Burns, chief creative officer and CEO of Fuel Industries. He

adds advergames can be designed to reach various demographics,

like the one Fuel designed for Johnson & Johnson to reach mothers,

and another for The Gap which targeted young shoppers. “With

advergames we can measure how many people play, for how long

and if they return. We’ve also incorporated an e-commerce link

[where players can buy branded merchandise], into some games

such as those for Fox Home Video’s American Dad versus Family

Guy. In some cases, click-through rates on the “buy merchandise”

link has ranked in the double digits.” 

Advergames can also succeed in converting customers. For ING

Direct Canada, henderson bas in Toronto created a Flash-based

game called “Dino Hunter” in which players aim an orange-loaded

slingshot at the big banks and their “old” time practices, such as

excessive service charges. Because the advergame tied so cohe-

sively to the brand message, visitors who played the game ended

up being 37% more likely to convert to ING versus those who were

exposed only to other ING Direct creative. 

PODCASTS

Chum Limited, TSN, CBC, Corus Entertainment and Standard

Interactive are among the broadcasters who continue to introduce

a library of podcasts. Stewart Ellis, director of content syndication

at Standard Interactive, says podcasts allow consumers to choose

when and where they want to hear content, as well as how (via

their computers, MP3 players or mobile devices). “We really see it

as a complement to an overall broadcast buy,” says Ellis. “A pod-

cast has a much smaller audience relative to broadcast, but by

also sponsoring the podcast the advertiser would have exclusivity

with a very targeted audience.” 

Podcasts are already winning endorsement from major brands.

Molson Canada, for instance, is the charter sponsor for two pod-

casts on Corus Radio: The Ongoing History of New Music and

Legends of Classic Rock. Advertisers who get in on podcasts
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early may benefit, as the audience is increasing. Jamil al Jabri,

interactive producer at Chum FM and 1050 Chum, says its Chum

FM podcasts, including the Roger Rick & Marilyn radio show, gen-

erate 6,000 downloads weekly, and reach as high as 8,000 some

weeks. That number has doubled from 3,000 downloads in spring

2005, when the podcast first launched. Al Jabri says podcast lis-

teners aren’t accustomed to commercial breaks, and so he

believes the smartest way for advertisers to capitalize on the

medium is to incorporate an advertising message within the con-

tent. The Toronto Bridal Show did just this, by weaving a $5 dis-

count on admission to their show throughout the podcast.

“Although recent research suggests Canadians would not mind a

short commercial spot in a podcast, we believe a product place-

ment approach is better for our partners and listeners,” says al

Jabri. He points out by using this approach, The Bridal Show was

able to measure ROI by counting how many people took advan-

tage of the $5 off suggestion.

THE NEW CLASSIFIEDS

Based on a survey of 99 U.S. marketers, Forrester Research predicts

companies will spend $4.7 billion towards the free Online classified

market by 2010, an increase from $2.7 billion in 2005. Free

Online classifieds are growing at a fast clip with consumers prefer-

ring to buy hard-to-ship items from local vendors. As a result,

Andrew Verescak, manager of

Online business development at

Tradepoint.ca, says this growing

market represents an opportuni-

ty for advertisers to target

Canadians, based both on the

products they are interested in

purchasing, as well as their geography. “If someone is looking for a

used car in Lethbridge, Alberta, we can make an assumption that

individual lives in the area, or is at least interested in purchasing in

that area. Based on their search we can then serve them ads for

complimentary services in the same geographical space, for exam-

ple, auto insurance in Lethbridge. Basically, this allows us to better

cater to both our users (by giving them relevant information), and the

advertisers, and allow for the process to remain free for users. It’s a

win-win,” says Verescak. 

Online classifieds such as LiveDeal.ca—a venture partially owned

by Torstar Digital—feature similarly-sponsored Web links after every

search. The format used by these classifieds is familiar to users

because the template mimics the paid listings already employed by

popular search engines. 

CONSUMER-GENERATED CONTENT

The buzz around consumer-generated content (which started last

year) persists, but marketers are looking for more clarity on how to

proceed. The idea of losing control of a brand’s image by placing

it in the hands of consumers defies traditional marketing values,

but can no longer be ignored within the fundamental paradigm

shift that has resulted in MySpace, Friendster and YouTube.

Consumer-generated content (CGC), also called user-created

media, or any other combination of those two terms, encom-

passes a variety of tools and media. This includes Online social

networks like MySpace and Facebook, where users create per-

sonal Web pages full of self-designed and self-authored content

that they share with others in a virtual community. Most mem-

bers of these networks are young, and have an increasing desire

“to put as much of their lives in an Online form as they possibly

can,” says Max Valiquette, president of Toronto-based youth mar-

keting firm Youthography. “Everybody’s got something, and that

something increasingly needs a virtual representation.” And

increasingly, to this group, representing oneself Online often

means filling a personal Webpage with the brands, products and

even commercials you love. For a Heritage Canada program

which organizes volunteer work projects for people 17 to 21

called Katimavik (meaning “meeting place” in Inuktitut),

Youthography created a MySpace page (myspace.com/katimavik)

because the agency discovered young Canadians were already

talking about the program on their MySpace profiles. Now these

young Canadians can link their MySpace profiles to the

Katimavik page, thereby building a community of friends all link-

ing to the program. Other Online social networks like Online

video hub YouTube feature TV commercials that have actually

been copied and posted by users. Search for any brand, and

you’ll likely find user-created ads, or spoofs of the ads—most of

them unsolicited by the marketer. “Consumers are creating

content about brands whether we like it or not,” says Patrick

Thoburn, founder of Toronto-based word-of-mouth marketing

agency Matchstick. “The question is how to leverage it. And the

first step is to not consider it a threat, but an opportunity,

because consumers’ passion, enthusiasm and their third-party

credibility can actually give a great deal of impact to a market-

ing message.”

BLOGS

According to the Blog Herald, a resource for all things blog, some

700,000-odd Canadian blogs exist in the Online universe. It is no

surprise, then, that advertisers are tracking blogs to keep a pulse on

free online classifieds are growing at

a fast clip with consumers preferring to

buy hard-to-ship items from local vendors.
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what is being said within them, about 

their brands and/or company, as well as

their competitors. “The speed of this 

communication is so fast, that a small

ssue can quickly evolve into a crisis,”

says Kristian Foster, product manager of

media intelligence, media monitoring firm

MediaVantage, a division of CNW Group.

As evidence of the influence that blogs can

wield, she points to the fact that the origi-

nating source that revealed that documents

used in a CBS news broadcast critical of

George W. Bush were actually forgeries of a blog. Yet Foster says the

purpose of tracking blogs isn’t only to manage crisis control, but also

to build positive traction. CIC Data, a Shanghai-based tech compa-

ny, tracks what Chinese customers say about Pepsi brands and the

soft drink giant’s promotions on bulletin boards and blogs. In the

brand’s Pepsi Creative Challenge, in which Chinese customers are

invited to submit ideas for and choose the next Pepsi TV spot, CIC

tracks consumer responses to help Pepsi “adjust the promotion in

real-time and be interactive with customers.” And by monitoring the

chatter on blogs, advertisers can become

more comfortable entering the arena them-

selves. For a list of corporate blogs (includ-

ing those in Canada), visit the “CEO Blogs

List” section at the NewPR Wiki (www.the-

newpr.com). 

MOBILE MATURES

Wondering where the Mobile marketing arti-

cle is? Canadians are driving the adoption of

several exciting digital platforms, and none

has grown faster than the emergence of the

cell phone. At the end of 2005, total wireless phone subscribers

numbered 16.8 million (roughly half of the country’s population). As

always, when a medium begins to gain real consumer traction,

unique advertising opportunities that come with the territory need

to be highlighted. That’s why, in addition to the Essential Interactive

Handbook for 2006, we’ve dedicated a separate, entire handbook

to Mobile. Please see IabCanada.com or marketingmag.ca/

workingknowledge for PDF versions of both the 2006 Essential

Interactive Volume 3 and 2006 Mobile in Motion handbooks.

according to

the blog herald,

a resource for

all things blog,

some 700,000-odd

canadian blogs

exist in the

online universe.
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I
n a 2006 WebTrends survey of more than 250 marketing

executives, over 56% revealed that in their companies the

Web is already the epicentre of the organization’s market-

ing strategy-or could become that central hub within the

next year. Yet even so, a full 85% of those executives rated their

organization’s ability to measure the Web’s marketing perform-

ance as either “in need of improvement, weak or non-existent”. 

Today, in order to coax consumers towards product purchase,

the most savvy advertisers utilize multi-faceted Web marketing

campaigns which routinely include some combination of display,

e-mail, search, sponsorship, mobile and even word of mouth

marketing. With so many variables at play, the importance of

understanding how to collect, analyze and utilize the wealth of

data that these campaigns deliver is paramount. “Marketers

are making their Online interaction with customers much

more enriching, personalized and human-oriented,” explains

Christopher Parkin, senior director of product marketing at Web

analytics firm Omniture. But as they embrace both tried and true

and Web 2.0 tactics, beyond the industry buzz that surrounds

the latest ad fad, marketers need to be able to judge exactly

which elements of their campaigns are actually helping them

meet their business goals. 

Sophisticated, yet executive-friendly Web analytics software

long-ago enabled marketers to understand metrics associated

with organic site traffic: everything from the in-depth mechanics

behind the most and least popular pages on their sites, to the

navigational elements users might select at key decision points

in the sales process. Over the years, advertisers have also

become practiced at uncovering what visitors are looking for, but

not finding on their sites. Now instead of causing executive-sized

headaches, an analysis of failed terms from a company’s internal

search engine is more often reason for celebration, since it

points a strong arrow towards products or services that the adver-

tiser should consider offering consumers in the future. 

But getting a handle on how static, rich media and video ad

executions, segmented versus mass e-mail campaigns, and vari-

ous search terms and search engine bidding strategies impact

over all sales is quite a different matter.

There is, as it turns out, much more to Web analytics than

simply dissecting site visits or shopping cart abandonment rates.

What marketers really need to know about their Interactive

campaigns, are the answers to questions such as these: Do sites

that deliver higher click-through rates drive more repeat conver-

sions and a higher lifetime customer value? Does behavioural or

search marketing attract more of the ideal customer segments to

the site? Is traffic due to a word of mouth campaign of the same

value as that generated by a mobile campaign? In essence,

what’s needed now is the ability to synchronize site and ad cam-

paign analytics to compare how organic traffic interacts and con-

verts, compared to traffic generated from individual or combined

marketing programs.

So how do you integrate ad serving, e-mail, search, video and

mobile Interactive campaigns into your analytics? And beyond

that, can information from offline and Online programs actually

be tracked together in order to deliver even more pronounced

insights? The answer on both counts is an unequivocal yes, says

Chris Williams, managing director of Media Contacts, which is

the Interactive media arm of Media Planning Group in Toronto.

Although no approach is perfect, a few strategies have emerged.

1) By using unique URLs that are specific to a particular cam-

paign and even ad, advertisers can track which media or single

execution last steered the customer to their Website, or an actual

conversion. Unique URLs can be deployed on everything from e-

mail messages and rich media banners to billboard and magazine

taking measure  
What Web analytics can tell you about your Website—and your Web marketing campaign

56.4%
23.6%

15.1%

4.9%

We have some
metrics, but still
room for improvement

Currently a weakness
and an area we need
to really improve upon

Measuring results
is a real strength
of my team

The marketing
organization isn’t
accountable to results.

HOW WOULD YOU CURRENTLY RATE YOUR ORGANIZATION’S
ABILITY TO MEASURE WEB MARKETING PERFORMANCE?
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ads. But Williams says results can be misleading. Some people,

for instance, might first see the URL on a magazine ad, forget

the URL address and instead find the brand via a paid search

listing. “So who takes the credit: the magazine ad or the paid

search listing? This tactic is good at measuring the last point of

contact,” says Williams, “but not as good at knowing what start-

ed the initial response.”

2) Timing can also help advertisers figure out which On- and

offline efforts are achieving the desired result. A hotel chain, for

instance, may see an increase in bookings shortly after the

broadcast of a direct response ad in combination with a recent

e-mail blast. By using timing-measurement software, firms like

Media Contacts can show what offline marketing activities likely

produced an Online response, and vice versa, as in the case of a

user who after being served an ad for a particular hotel Online

the night before, calls the hotel’s toll-free reservation line the

next day. 

3) The last, and most exciting and robust method, takes

advantage of new advances in media mix modelling software.

One of the emerging ways to present such information is via the

“dashboard” method, which is so named because it presents

huge amounts of data relating to the media mix — current Online

and offline campaigns,

pricing, Website traffic,

competitor actions against

business objectives (name-

ly sales)—in a visual for-

mat. The dashboard works

much in the way a dash-

board in a vehicle does, only in this scenario it gives the adver-

tiser a visual picture of how marketing is performing for the com-

pany, says Alan Middleton, the executive director at the Schulich

Executive Education Centre and an assistant professor of mar-

keting at Schulich School of Business at York, who has studied

the dashboard measurement model. 

Leading analytics firms, such as Toronto-based Custometrics,

analyze both historical and current data to understand fluctua-

tions of sales in relation to media mix. “We can see which chan-

nels reinforce each other’s effect,” says David Beaton, senior

partner at Custometrics. “And we can also see which channels

essentially cannibalize each other’s effect.” For instance, he

says such modelling may discover that a text campaign promot-

ed using billboard ads is very effective in terms of driving cus-

tomers Online to learn more about a given product. Yet it may

show, in another geography where the text campaign launched in

tandem with a direct mail drop, that there was no added value of

also spending ad dollars on the direct mail component. 

Beaton adds that such modeling can usually reach conclu-

sions about media mix based on what an advertiser is currently

doing, or has already done. But what about a company who is

considering shifting a major portion of their ad budget from one

media to another? “There are ways to do that before betting the

farm and basically wasting millions of dollars,” says Beaton. For

example, if an advertiser is considering devoting more budget to

Interactive, it’s important to set up pre- and post research to

measure the impact that various levels of increase in Online

spend might have on traditional offline metrics such as brand

awareness or purchase intent. If the addition of Online was the

only change in the media mix, and a spike is noted in these key

sales indicators, the advertiser can steadily ramp up the spend,

test again and keep moving the dial until further increases in

spend fail to garner the desired results. He says most of

Custometrics work shows that not one medium, “but a combina-

tion of advertising channels, deliver the best result.” 

For Canadian advertisers, robust and detailed analytics which

marry offline and Online marketing measurement are a relative-

ly new territory. “There is unfortunately no silver bullet,” says

Williams. “But the industry is working to figure it out.”  That’s

an exciting proposition for media planners and buyers, as they

look to optimize the media mix and maximize synergistic effects

across all media. 

most of custometrics work shows that not

one medium, “but a combination of advertising

channels, deliver the best result.” 
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The best marketing professionals know exactly what they need to succeed: A focus
on consumer data, shifts and trends. Expert opinion, case studies and alternative
viewpoints. Depth and breadth on the full marketing mix. Breaking news. In all:
insight, intelligence, inspiration. In short: Marketing. Order your subscription today.

Call Rose Pedro, 416.764.1596 or 
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“Eighty percent of success is
showing up.”

- WOODY ALLEN
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1-800-258-6852
sales@247realmedia.ca
www.247realmedia.ca

Top Web Sites | Permission-Based Email | Search Engine Marketing

Canadaís le ading digital
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email list rental

1-800-258-6852
sales@247realmedia.ca
www.247realmedia.ca

Top Web Sites | Permission-Based Email | Search Engine Marketing

Canada’s leading digital
marketing solutions company

Contact us today.

interactive agency

For details about unique advertising 
opportunities, visit Yahoo! Canada Ad 
Solutions at advertising.yahoo.caadvertising.yahoo.ca

YOU CAN TARGET JUST 
ABOUT ANYONE, WITH ANY 

INTEREST, ON YAHOO!

When he wants to purchase a new car, 
he goes straight to Yahoo! Canada Autos.

© 2006 Yahoo! Canada Co. All rights reserved.

For the latest fi nancial news and info, 
he uses Yahoo! Canada Finance.
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mobile marketing servicesinteractive promotions

marketing french canada

WE REACH MORE FRENCH 
CANADIANS ONLINE THAN ANY OTHER

CANADIAN WEB AD NETWORK*

1-800-258-6852
sales@247realmedia.ca
www.247realmedia.ca

Top Web Sites | Permission-Based Email | Search Engine Marketing

Canada’s leading digital marketing solutions company

Get the power of Canada’s
e-marketing experts working for you

Contact us today.

*comScore Media Metrix, April 2005 data
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canada.com is a comprehensive network of 
43 destination sites and one of Canada’s most
visited general news and information Web
sites. Contact us today to target your consumer
locally, nationally, by interest, geography 
or demographic.

CanWest MediaWorks
Sales & Marketing

250 Yonge Street, Suite 2700
Toronto, Ontario  M5B 2L7

www.canwestmediaworks.com

1.877.737.7701
Toronto: 416.593.6556

Vancouver: 604.605.2977
Montreal: 514.525.1133

CONNECT 
WITH YOUR 

TARGET

www.Showcase.ca/Diva 

www.NationalGeographic.ca 

www.IFCtv.ca 

www.lifenetwork.ca

www.foodtv.ca

www.HGTV.ca

www.BBCCanada.com

www.BBCKids.ca

www.DiscoveryHealth.ca 

www.finelivingca

www.HistoryTelevison.ca  

www.Showcase.ca 

www.Showcase.ca/Action  

To some the number 13 is a sign of bad fortune. 

 At Alliance Atlantis we see 13 specialty network 

websites filled with premium content.

 

Engaging content for engaging people.

 How very fortunate.

 

online media / web publishers
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More for advertisers

Never underestimate
the value of influence

*Source: comScore MediaMetrix

Call 416-585-5111 or 1-800-387-9012 or 
go to globeandmail.com/advertise

Get
#1

Get Canada’s #1
Newspaper Website*

Working for your Brand.

online media / web publishers

Build your brand with us.

Reach your target
not someone else’s

Reach your target
not someone else’s

www.stockhouse.com/advertise | 1.800.424.0289
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research / surveying

comScore.com �

Want to find
your target 

markets online?

Want to find
your target 

markets online?

COMSCORE WILL  INCREASE 

YOUR BOTTOM L INE WITH ON-L INE

comScore Media Metrix are the experts in the on-line 
market and our years of research and history in the
Canadian market will provide you with the knowledge 
and insight to build your business.

comScore Media Metrix provides:

-  Web Site Traffic and Usage Intensity
-  eCommerce Reporting
-  Behaviour Triggered Survey Abilities
-  Audience Demographics
-  Competitive Intelligence

416.921.0990
canada@comscore.com

Unparalleled Insight Into Consumer Behavior

search engine marketing

Online media
is BIG,

and it works!
Join the IAB and make it work for you. 

Advertisers • Publishers • Agencies 

Join the IAB at: www.iabcanada.com

And find out what IAB members know, that others don't.
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Freelancers for when 
your freelancer isn’t free.

Only thing harder than digging up just the right place

to unwind is digging up just the right replacement for

that sun-worshipping freelancer of yours. Thanks to The

Creative Group, you’ve now got it made in the shade.

From art direction to art buying to account service, we

have all the skilled creative pros you’ll ever need. We’re

The Creative Group – the ones to call when your 

freelancer is buried up  to her neck.

© The Creative Group. A Robert Half International Company. 0605-7002  

888.846.1668 • creativegroup.com 

specialized staffing website design, production, creative development

416 214 9998
www.elementalinc.com

2006

website sales representation

1-800-258-6852
sales@247realmedia.ca
www.247realmedia.ca

Top Web Sites | Permission-Based Email | Search Engine Marketing

Canada’s leading digital
marketing solutions company

Contact us today.
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website measurement, auditing, analytics, usability

Want to know what
your competition is
advertising online?

Evaliant Services, a TNS 

Media Intelligence company, 

is Canada’s provider of online

advertising information. Access

Evaliant and you will access

accurate, virtually real-time 

data that will keep you ahead 

of the competition and on the

fast track to success.

Evaliant Services
To learn more, 

call 416-682-1047 or visit
www.tns-mi.com

comScore.com �

Want to find
your target 

markets online?

Want to find
your target 

markets online?

COMSCORE WILL  INCREASE 

YOUR BOTTOM L INE WITH ON-L INE

comScore Media Metrix are the experts in the on-line 
market and our years of research and history in the
Canadian market will provide you with the knowledge 
and insight to build your business.

comScore Media Metrix provides:

-  Web Site Traffic and Usage Intensity
-  eCommerce Reporting
-  Behaviour Triggered Survey Abilities
-  Audience Demographics
-  Competitive Intelligence

416.921.0990
canada@comscore.com

Unparalleled Insight Into Consumer Behavior
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youth marketing

WE REACH OVER 50% OF ONLINE
CANADIANS AGED 12-24*

1-800-258-6852
sales@247realmedia.ca
www.247realmedia.ca

Top Web Sites | Permission-Based Email | Search Engine Marketing

Canada’s leading digital marketing solutions company

Get the power of Canada’s
e-marketing experts working for you

Contact us today.

*comScore Media Metrix, April 2005 data

Behavioral web analytic solutions
explain WHAT is happening on

your web site – iPerceptions' Attitudinal analytic solutions 
explain WHY it is happening and what to expect in the future.
For more information contact Daniel Taras at 877.777.0058 or
dt@iperceptions.com

YOUR CUSTOMERS
LISTEN TO THE VOICE OF

Explore the industry’s 
online meeting place.

CURRENT ISSUE
Access Marketing magazine’s award winning

editorial from the convenience of your desktop.

CLASSIFIEDS
Home to the industry’s movers and shakers,

Career Central attracts employers and
employees alike with its free resume service

and comprehensive classified section.

INDUSTRY EVENT CALENDAR
Your one-stop resource for the industry’s

conferences, events and trade shows.

www.marketingmag.ca
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121 Bloor Street East, Suite 1500
Toronto, Ontario  M4W 3M5
Phone: 416-967-1174
Fax: 416-967-8062
Website: www.allianceatlantis.com
General Email: info@allianceatlantis.com
Contact Name: Greg McLelland
Contact Phone: 416-934-7145
Contact Email: greg.mclelland@allianceatlantis.com

Alliance Atlantis provides compelling content and recognizable online and televi-
sion brands. The Synergy group, within Alliance Atlantis, creates customized inte-
grated opportunities that combine the strengths of its online and on-air assets.
These campaigns have provided our portfolio of clients with unparalleled exposure
and results.

55 St. Clair Ave West, 7th Floor
Toronto, Ontario  M4V 2Y7
Phone: 416-960-6500
Fax: 416-960-6502
Website: www.aol.ca
General Email: AdSalesCA@aol.ca
Contact Name: Jennifer Stothers
Contact Phone: 416-960-6500
Contact Email: jenniferstothers@aol.com

The AOL Media Network is Canada’s best online advertising source reaching over
17 million Canadians monthly through its growing roster of online destinations,
visit www.aol.ca/advertise to learn more.

250 Yonge Street, Suite 1700
Toronto, Ontario  M5B 2L7
Phone: 1-877-737-7701
Website: www.canwestmediaworks.com
Contact Name: Jennifer Holgate
Contact Phone: 416-593-6556
Contact Email: jholgate@canwest.com

canada.com is a comprehensive network of 43 destination sites and one of
Canada’s most visited general news and information Web sites. Contact us today to
target your consumer locally, nationally, by interest, geography or demographic.
CanWest is committed to delivering on your campaign objectives.

333 King Street East
Toronto, Ontario  M5A 3X5
Phone: 416-947-2154
Fax: 416-947-2209
Website: www.canoe.ca
General Email: adsales@canoe.ca
Contact Name: Paula Adam
Contact Phone: 416-350-6533
Contact Email: paula.adam@canoe.com

Serving both the English and French markets across Canada, Canoe.ca is home to
Autonet.ca, Jobboom.com, Micasa.ca and over 200 newspaper and television sites.

74 Wingold Avenue
Toronto, Ontario  M6B 1P5
Phone: 416-785-5908
Fax: 416-785-9309
Website: www.casalemedia.com
Contact Name: Michelle Watt
Contact Phone: 416-785-5908
Contact Email: michelle.watt@casalemedia.com

One of the nation’s largest online reach vehicles, providing targeted access to more
than 70% of the Canadian digital audience via 6,500+ premium websites.

90 Sheppard East, Suite 100
Toronto, Ontario  M2N 3A1
Phone: 416-921-0990
Fax: 416-921-3972
Website: comScore.com
Contact Name: Bryan Segal
Contact Phone: 416-646-9972
Contact Email: bsegal@comscore.com

comScore Media Metrix is the leading audience measurement source in Canada for
the Internet. Using a panel of 25,000 Canadians, the company reports on the size,
intensity of use and demographic profile of the Canadian traffic to all sites visited
by Canadians.

135 West 18th Street
New York, New York  10011
Phone: 646-202-1320
Fax: 212-686-9208
Website: www.eyeblaster.com
General Email: info@eyeblaster.com
Contact Name: Robin Nelson
Contact Phone: 312-755-0506
Contact Email: robin.nelson@eyeblaster.com

Eyeblaster provides integrated campaign management solutions for all forms of
digital advertising. From rich media, search, ad serving and media services to in-
game opportunities, Eyeblaster helps bring brands to life.

444 Front Street West
Toronto, Ontario  M5V 2S9
Phone: 416-585-5000 Fax: 416-585-3327
Website: www.globeandmail.com
General Email: advertising@globeandmail.ca
Contact Phone: 416-585-5111 or 1-800-387-9012

The Globe and Mail is perhaps Canada’s most respected and recognized multi-
platform media brand. globeandmail.com is Canada’s leading newspaper web
site reaching the country’s most affluent, influential and web savvy consumers. It
delivers targeted interactive messages to 2.3 million users each month. If you want
to reach Canada’s leaders—reach for The Globe and Mail.

Alliance Atlantis 

AOL Canada

CanWest MediaWorks Publications Inc.

CANOE

Casale Media

comScore Media Metrix Canada

Eyeblaster

The Globe and Mail
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Kaboose Inc.

505 University Avenue, Suite 1400
Toronto, Ontario  M5G 1X3
Phone: 416-593-3000
Fax: 416-593-4658
Website: www.kaboose.ca
General Email: inquiries@kaboose.ca
Contact Name: Linda Kessler
Contact Phone: 416-593-3000 x227
Contact Email: linda.kessler@kaboose.com

Kaboose is the largest independent, family-focused online media company in North
America and one of the top-five most visited family destinations online. From preg-
nancy to parenting, birthday parties to scrapbooking, entertainment to education,
Kaboose inspires and enriches the lives of kids, tweens and parents alike.  

2 St. Clair Avenue West, Suite 1101
Toronto, Ontario  M4V 1L6
Phone: 416-364-6804
Fax: 416-323-6819
Website: www.standardinteractive.com
General Email: sales@standardinteractive.com
Contact Name: David U.K.
Contact Title: Director of Sales and Strategic Alliances
Contact Phone: 416-934-4468
Contact Email: sales@standardinteractive.com

Standard Interactive—online division of Standard Broadcasting—is Canada’s pre-
mier online music and entertainment network, specializing in advertising network
sales, technology solutions, content publishing and syndication.

10 King Street East, Suite 1202 
Toronto, Ontario  M5C 1C3 
Phone: 416-363-6373 or 800-424-0289
Fax: 416-363-6399
Website: www.stockhouse.com
General Email: sales@stockgroup.com
Contact Name: Theresa McVean
Contact Phone: 416.363.6373
Contact Email: theresa.mcvean@stockgroup.com

Rated Canada’s second stickiest site by Nielsen/NetRatings, StockHouse.com pro-
vides investors with quotes, news, and tools. Its unique features and user-generat-
ed content engage a highly-targeted audience.

207 Queen’s Quay West, Suite 6
Toronto, Ontario  M5J 1A7
Phone: 416-353-8135
Fax: 416-703-2818
Website: www.sympatico.msn.ca
Contact Name: Al Maitland
Contact Phone: 416-353-8135
Contact Email: alan.maitland@bell.ca

Sympatico.MSN.ca is the site that keeps people connected and it’s more than a
home page.  It is the home for Canadians on the Internet reaching over 87% of the
Canadian online population making it the #1 online destination in Canada!

Sympatico.MSN.ca offers the tools and features people need to stay in touch with
friends and family like Windows Live Spaces, MSN Hotmail and Windows Live
(MSN) Messenger as well as exclusive online concerts and sports events.

219 Dufferin Street, Suite 4B
Toronto, Ontario  M6K3J1
Phone: 416-534-0802
Fax: 416-534-3843
Website: www.tradepoint.ca
General Email: bopelech@tradepoint.ca
Contact Name: Bo Pelech
Contact Phone: 416-534-0802 x257
Contact Email: bopelech@tradepoint.ca

Tradepoint.ca is an online classified network and service provider of 3rd party
classified and directory websites. We provide a unique social networking twist to
online classifieds. 

2655 Bristol Circle
Oakville, Ontario  L6H 7W1
Phone: 905-829-1159
Fax: 905-829-0889
Website: theweathernetwork.com
and meteomedia.com
General Email: websales@pelmorex.com
Contact Name: Robert Crawford
Contact Phone: 905-829-1159 x1276
Contact Email: rcrawford@pelmorex.com

theweathernetwork.com’s and meteomedia.com’s accurate weather information
keeps 7 million unique visitors clicking onto their site(s) every month making them
comScore’s largest News and Information property.

106 Front Street East, Suite 200
Toronto, Ontario  M5A 1E1
Phone: 1-888-91-YAHOO
Fax: 416-341-8800
Website: yahoo.ca or advertising.yahoo.ca
General Email: ca-advertising@yahoo-inc.com
Contact Name: Mark K. Updegrove, VP, Head of Sales
Contact Phone: 1-888-91-YAHOO
Contact Email: ca-advertising@yahoo-inc.com

Yahoo! Canada Co. is a leading Internet destination that offers a comprehensive set
of marketing solutions designed to help you reach your target. We deliver impact-
ful branding campaigns, solutions that span our entire network, unique partnership
opportunities and unparalleled data results. With over 15 million Canadians using
Yahoo! you’re sure to find your target here.

Standard Interactive

StockHouse.com, Stockgroup Media Inc.

Sympatico / MSN

Tradepoint.ca

theweathernetwork.com, meteomedia.com

Yahoo! Canada Co.
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